Determining the value of an investment in education is a critical issue in business today. Perhaps equally important is the need to apply sound methodology to assess the value of programs designed to effect a change in people and their organizations. Although a variety of social science research methods are currently in use in efforts to determine the value of education, there is a need to expand the evaluation tool kit. In addition to assessing program results, this case illustrates and recommends a method of rigorously conceptualizing program impact. We have used this methodology—concept mapping and pattern matching—to conceptualize program impact and to then provide a framework for determining the impact of a program on expected results. Results from this case showed that the program studied successfully achieved the performance expected from training, although the outcome diminished slightly over time. In addition to this overall assessment of effectiveness, the method provided detailed diagnostic information about which topics were being conveyed well (linkage) and which were failing to meet the expected outcome (disconnect). This information was especially valuable for development teams that needed to know how best to redesign training programs as part of a continual improvement effort.

Background

What value does business derive from its investment in education? Business executives base decisions about the operation of a business on the answer to that question, and at the same, training executives

This case was prepared to serve as a basis for discussion rather than to illustrate either effective or ineffective administrative and management practices.
cost of experimental methods is too high relative to the benefit or where it is simply not possible to implement a financial analysis or where other evidence would suffice? In part, the difficulty of addressing the question may be that the definition of educational value has become synonymous with the analysis of work hours, profits, and so forth. To be sure, these variables are important, but this view may be detrimental if it stymies evaluation based on other models of how the educational process unfolds and adds value to an organization. Equally compelling methods to demonstrate value are necessary.

What are the alternatives? Adding to the evaluation tool set may first involve a shift in assumptions about the nature of training evaluation. Specifically, evaluating training should be viewed more as a puzzle but as a complex problem. Consider the difference between solving a puzzle and solving a problem. Completing a puzzle requires one to fit all the pieces to complete the picture or in terms of a financial model, to calculate all the financial formulas to determine value. Although solving a puzzle can indeed be complex, the process assumes that all the pieces are given and ultimately a single clear and unambiguous answer exists. In other words, costs can be specified, revenues to training determined, and a clear formulaic relationship exists between the two variables. Contrast puzzle solving with the problem solving typical of work environments. Multiple "right" answers generally exist for business problems, establishing "truth" may involve making trade-offs between competing alternatives, and less-than-ideal "solutions" are sometimes selected due to a lack of resources or a host of other constraints. The domain of education is no less complex.

Rather than completing a puzzle, assessing educational value is an effort in solving problems in which the training professional must, in effect, create some of the pieces of the puzzle, act without knowing how the final picture will look, and be satisfied when the final picture contains some ambiguity. This view of educational value is in contrast to a view of training evaluation as solving a puzzle or, in other words, as applying measurement tools. Viewing the determination of training value as a measurement exercise is problematic because training value is not an objective entity existing somewhere out there and waiting to be measured. Rather, value represents a constructed reality that depends on the views of individuals or stakeholder groups associated with the process. Consequently, the construction of the meaning of value cannot come solely from an analysis of business activities but must include the constructed interpretations of value from multiple stakeholders. Over the course of several projects
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designed to answer the question, “What is the value of this program?” it became apparent that educational evaluation must encompass methods that can deal with the psychological and sociological complexity of the educational enterprise. Such methods need to be able both to measure value in the development and delivery of a complex service and communicate clearly the results to business people not necessarily interested in the fine points of complex statistics and research design.

**Stakeholder Transactions in Educational Evaluation**

Much of the effort in determining value seems devoted to addressing the question, “To what extent did the N days spent at the XYZ program lead to increased sales?” This is a focus on the educational event as a cause of a specific economic result. A different premise and one that forms the basis for an alternative approach to evaluation is to focus not on the educational event per se, but on the human transactions involved in the educational cycle. Figure 1 provides a generic view of those transactions, some of which correspond to the educational event whereas others precede and follow. There are two key aspects portrayed in this figure.

First, assessing program effects (see the far right side of the second row in figure 1) represents one link in a chain of events. The chain begins with the individuals who have decided to fund an educational response to some business need. The distance between the strategic business decision and the ultimate effects for the client or customer is populated with other stakeholder groups. It would be overly idealistic to assume that developers develop what they are directed to build, learners learn what they are told are the objectives, and supervisors in the field support the use of skills that executives thought were necessary. Most organizations are loosely coupled, and each stakeholder group will bring a different set of concerns to the educational process and will, in turn, influence that process in different ways.

For example, business executives are typically concerned with developing and implementing strategies to be responsive to the marketplace; they may conclude that training is one way to develop or support a response to market forces. The instructional development team, although not unconcerned with the marketplace, focuses its decision making on techniques for delivering instructional content. It is not that an instructional development team will work at crosspurposes to the strategic intents of an executive team, but its focus will be different. The developers’ mental model of the program will
Figure 1. A transactional model of educational value

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area of Concern</th>
<th>Focus</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Stakeholders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design, content</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program effects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work team</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clients, customers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Achieved Outcomes

- Organization
- Value
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- Performance
- Program
- Effects
- Stakeholders

drive day-to-day decisions about building a product. That focus may not be an exact replica of the executives' strategically focused mental model of the final product. Similarly, although the executive team's primary concern is strategy, its members have at least implicit tactical beliefs about the program, such as how it will be delivered and the types of activities. The result is that the arrows in figure 1 can portray either a potential linkage or a disconnect between stakeholders' groups. That is, the implicit mental models concerning strategy and tactics that any stakeholder group may hold vary between being quite similar (a linkage) to quite dissimilar (a disconnect) when compared to those of another stakeholder group. If stakeholders do not agree on a rigorous and explicit definition of the basis for evaluating the program, it is likely that the program cannot be evaluated, regardless of the methods used. Consequently, a basic premise of determining value should be that, the evaluation effort must not only encompass pretraining evaluation but also begin prior to the development of training. Further, the evaluation must be concerned with making explicit and then integrating the expectations of stakeholders across the lifecycle.

Second, there is a dichotomy in figure 1 between those who play a dominant role in setting expectations and those who are the recipients of programs designed on the basis of those expectations. Mentally divide figure 1 in half vertically so that “executives” and “development team” appear on the left and the remaining stakeholder groups are on the right. On the left side, the strategic and tactical stakeholders will make decisions on the basis of what they want to accomplish, in other words, they will set the expectations for the program. On the right side are the stakeholders who will experience the effects of the program. Using an algebraic equation as a metaphor, the outcomes from a program ought to equal the intents of the program. In cases in which intents and outcomes do not match, an inequality exists. This inequality can be remedied by working to change one side of the equation or the other. In other words, modify the intents of the program or modify the program to achieve the intended outcomes. Therefore, a second premise is that the value of a program ought to be judged on the basis of the degree of linkage between expected and achieved outcomes.

In light of this view of the educational process, the methodological process becomes one of evaluating the linkages between the human transactions. Although the training event is certainly part of the transactions, the focus has to be on the human transactions involved in program development and delivery. The question then becomes, “How can these transactions be evaluated to determine the level of training value?” The methodology of concept mapping and pattern matching holds promise for addressing this need to value the return on the investment in education on the basis of this transactional model of the educational process.

An Example of a Concept Mapping and Pattern Matching Application Procedures

The authors began implementation of this evaluation methodology with a school designed to develop new programming skills for experienced programmers. The school was one week long and relied extensively on a team-based approach to learning. Concept mapping was accomplished in four steps: (1) generate expectations, (2) sort the expectations, (3) rate the expectations, and (4) analyze the results and facilitate dialogue. Readers seeking a more detailed explanation of the methodology of concept mapping and pattern matching should read the articles by William Trochim listed at the conclusion of this chapter.

The training development team generated 66 statements that described the outcomes of the training program. These were detailed and specific statements of what a training participant will know or be able to do as a result of successful completion of the program. Next, developers, managers, and content experts were asked to complete a process that made explicit their mental model of the program and intended effects. Individuals worked alone and completed two tasks.

First, they sorted or organized each of the 66 outcomes into concepts. For the sorting task, statements were printed on individual cards along with an identifying number. Nine participants were instructed to work individually and group the 66 statement cards into groups “in a way that makes sense to you.” The only restrictions in this sorting task were that there could not be (a) 66 groups of one item each, (b) one group consisting of all 66 items, or (c) a “miscellaneous” group with multiple items (any item thought to be unique was to be put in its own separate group). After sorting the statements, each participant recorded the contents of each group by listing the statement identifying numbers along with a short label describing the contents of the group. In effect each stakeholder was describing his or her unique view of the structure of these training outcomes.

Second, individuals rated the degree of impact each outcome should have in the program. In the rating task, the statements were listed in questionnaire form, and each stakeholder was asked to rate each
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ing value?” The methodology of concept mapping and pattern matching holds promise for addressing this need to value the return on the investment in education on the basis of this transactional model of the educational process.
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Procedures

The authors began implementation of this evaluation methodology with a school designed to develop new programming skills for experienced programmers. The school was one week long and relied extensively on a team-based approach to learning. Concept mapping was accomplished in four steps: (1) generate expectations, (2) sort the expectations, (3) rate the expectations, and (4) analyze the results and facilitate dialogue. Readers seeking a more detailed explanation of the methodology of concept mapping and pattern matching should read the articles by William Trochim listed at the conclusion of this chapter.

The training development team generated 66 statements that described the outcomes of the training program. These were detailed and specific statements of what a training participant will know or be able to do as a result of successful completion of the program. Next, developers, managers, and content experts were asked to complete a process that made explicit their mental model of the program and intended effects. Individuals worked alone and completed two tasks.

First, they sorted or organized each of the 66 outcomes into concepts. For the sorting task, statements were printed on individual cards along with an identifying number. Nine participants were instructed to work individually and group the 66 statement cards into groups “in a way that makes sense to you.” The only restrictions in this sorting task were that there could not be (a) 66 groups of one item each, (b) one group consisting of all 66 items, or (c) a “miscellaneous” group with multiple items (any item thought to be unique was to be put in its own separate group). After sorting the statements, each participant recorded the contents of each group by listing the statement identifying numbers along with a short label describing the contents of the group. In effect, each stakeholder was describing his or her unique view of the structure of these training outcomes.

Second, individuals rated the degree of impact each outcome should have in the program. In the rating task, the statements were listed in questionnaire form, and each stakeholder was asked to rate each
statement on a 5-point Likert-type response scale in terms of how important the statement is to the training program (1=relatively unimportant, and 5=extremely important). All of the statements had some degree of importance with respect to the program. Therefore, it was stressed that the rating should be considered a relative judgment of the importance of each item to all the other items brainstormed. As a consequence, a rating of one or relatively unimportant did not mean that an item was not important but was simply relatively less important than other items that represented other aspects of the training program. In this step each stakeholder was able to provide his or her unique perspective on the value associated with various aspects of the training program.

Analysis

The analytical task combined the unique and individually generated data from sorting and rating to create a group perspective of the training program. Aggregating the data generated in this process requires use of sophisticated statistical algorithms, multidimensional scaling, and cluster analysis as well as unique graphic portrayals of the results. Our use of an integrated software program kept the statistical aspects of this process transparent to the participants in this process. However, we include some of the details here to provide the reader with a sense of the underlying rigor in this process. The concept mapping analysis begins with construction from the sort information of an NxN binary, symmetric matrix of similarities, Xij. For any two items i and j, a 1 was placed in Xij if the participant placed the two items in the same group; otherwise a 0 was entered. The total NxN similarity matrix, Tij, was obtained by summing across the individual Xij matrices. Thus, any cell in this matrix could take integer values between 0 and 9 (that is, the nine people who sorted the statements); the value indicates the number of people who placed the i,j pair in the same group. The total similarity matrix Tij was analyzed using nonmetric multidimensional scaling (MDS) analysis with a two-dimensional solution. The analysis yielded a two-dimensional (x,y) configuration of the set of statements based on the criterion that statements grouped together most often are located more proximately in two-dimensional space, whereas those grouped together less frequently are further apart.

The x and y coordinates for each item were the input for hierarchical cluster analysis. Using the x and y coordinates as input to the cluster analysis in effect forces the cluster analysis to partition the items into nonoverlapping clusters. There is no simple mathematical criterion by which a final number of clusters can be selected. The procedure followed here was to examine an initial cluster solution that, on average, placed five statements in each cluster. Then, successively lower and higher cluster solutions were examined, with a judgment made at each level about whether the merger or split of clusters seemed substantively reasonable. In this case, the seven-cluster solution preserved the most detail and yielded substantively interpretable clusters of statements.

Concept Mapping Results

The x and y coordinates of the 66 points were graphed in two dimensions. This point map displayed the location of all the training outcomes on the basis of the stakeholders' perspectives. Outcomes closer to each other indicated that stakeholders' meanings were similar, whereas those that were far apart were quite different.

A “cluster map” was also generated, which partitioned the original 66 points enclosed by boundaries of seven clusters, or concepts. Finally, the rating data were averaged across persons for each item and each cluster. This rating information was depicted graphically in a cluster rating map, which showed the cluster average rating using the third dimension (higher = more important). The evaluators then presented these results to the participant group and worked with them to identify a short text label indicative of the content for each of the seven clusters.

The result of the effort to set expectations was a map of the seven clusters of outcomes, as shown in figure 2. The concepts that emerged (for example, teamwork, prototype development, analysis) represented the interpretation of the specific ideas in each of these clusters. The location of each of the 66 separate outcomes (that is, the point map) is not shown because that level of detail is beyond the scope of this paper. However, as an example, the specific outcomes that clustered into a concept termed prototyping are shown. A similar level of detail exists within each of the clusters. Finally, the relative importance of each of the concepts is indicated by the height (higher = more important). The height of each cluster results from the average importance value of each of the items contained in a cluster. These values resulted from the relative ratings of each stakeholder involved in this task. In effect, this concept map portrays the intent of this school as expressed by the combined expectations from multiple stakeholders.
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A “cluster map” was also generated, which partitioned the original 66 points enclosed by boundaries of seven clusters, or concepts. Finally, the rating data were averaged across persons for each item and each cluster. This rating information was depicted graphically in a cluster rating map, which showed the cluster average rating using the third dimension (higher = more important). The evaluators then presented these results to the participant group and worked with them to identify a short text label indicative of the content for each of the seven clusters.
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were more important (that is, had greater height) in the educational design (expectations) showed greater gains (that is, had greater height) in learning on the outcome map. The match suggests that the program was effective in achieving its aims. However, the match also showed several areas were not as closely aligned as desired. Analysis showed a decline and understanding the approach showed a gain. This information provided the development team with direction for work prior to additional testing.

In addition to the quick visual comparison of figures 2 and 3, a more exacting comparison was also used. In figure 4 the average value of each concept was plotted along an axis for expectations and along an axis for outcomes. These two axes were then placed in parallel and lines were drawn to connect corresponding clusters. In cases where relative outcomes matched expectations (linkage), the connecting lines were horizontal or nearly so. If all concepts were in alignment, the graph would resemble a ladder; we have coined the term *ladder graph* to describe these graphs. Likewise, lines crossing at steep angles portray a lack of linkage or relative disconnect between concepts. For example, two characteristics of the pattern in figure 4 are apparent. The outcome area understanding the approach had a stronger gain than was expected, and although analysis was an important area in
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**Figure 2. Concept map of expected outcomes.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prototyping</th>
<th>Exploded View:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19. Walk the users through the prototype.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Create prototype classes (entity and control).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. Identify the areas of focus of a prototype.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29. Leverage existing frameworks to create the prototype.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46. Test the prototype code.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Pattern Matching Results**

Assuming that the program’s participants ought to be affected in a way that is consistent with the intent of the school (that is, the importance of each component), we obtained participant data on each of the 66 outcomes at the educational events. Although data could have been obtained in a variety of ways, we decided to directly ask each of the participants to indicate their level of learning on each of the 66 outcomes. At the initial test of the program (alpha test), five participants assessed their competence at the beginning and at the conclusion of the school.

Pattern matching assumes that a correspondence ought to exist between the intended emphases of the program and the observed gains. If the design of the program had the intended effects, the greatest gains in learning ought to be in those areas that were most emphasized (that is, most important) in the program (see figure 3). A visual comparison of the map in figure 2 (expectations based on program design) with the map in figure 3 (outcomes based on learning) shows that for the most part the patterns do match. Concepts that

**Figure 3. Impact of the program on learning outcomes.**

*Participant Learning Gains*
the design, this concept did not show a commensurate gain on the outcome side. Rather than a summary grade on performance, this type of analysis is more diagnostic and offers the development team a focus for dialogue about needed continuous improvements.

Subsequent evaluation efforts were aimed at obtaining feedback from participants three to six months after training, as shown in figure 5. Again we elected to ask past program participants (n=23) about their experience. These results showed that although program was generally effective, the match declined in several areas. Former participants did not feel as competent in the key technical skills that were desired from the course. Interviews suggested that the increased disconnects resulted from a lack of opportunities to apply newly learned skills. Additionally, the most notable change was the teamwork cluster, which suggests that this concept or skill area may be more important to job performance than expected at the outset of the program.

Implications of This Example for Program Development and Evaluation

There are several immediately apparent advantages to using the concept mapping and pattern matching approach to assessing the effects of a training program. First, the process involves all of the relevant stakeholder groups (for example, initiating executives, program developers, managers) in contributing input relevant to their perspectives. Second, because concept mapping is done when the training effort is just beginning, and is followed (through pattern matching) all the way through to outcome assessment, the process assures that there will be continuity from conception to outcome and consensus over time across the various stakeholder groups. Third, because the major products of the process are visual, they are readily understandable by the various stakeholder groups. Developers and initiators are more easily able to recall the important emphases in the training and how these are interrelated. They can easily summarize how the training is affecting outcomes, in specific topical areas as well as for the training program as a whole. Fourth, because the process is based on state-of-the-art statistical methods (although these are transparent to the participating stakeholders), there is a high degree of rigor and credibility in the results. Fifth, the results are useful both for providing detailed diagnostic feedback that suggests to development teams where improvements might be made and providing an assessment of the overall strength of the program effect. For example, it was clear from the initial concept mapping that although analysis was
Implications of This Example for Program Development and Improvement

From Russia to Problems: Assessing the Value of Education in a Business Context

was clear from the initial conceptual mapping that although analysis was
mean of the overall success of the program output. For example, it
improvements might be made and producing an assess-
ments where improvements might be made and producing an assess-
ment model that could be applied to real-world situations
and over time. The results are not only
Figure 4. Pattern match of expectations to learning outcomes.
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Implications of this Methodology for Evaluating the Value of Educational Programs

Educational Programs

The concept of evaluating the effectiveness of educational programs is gaining prominence as a critical component of program design and implementation. This involves assessing the impact of educational interventions on the desired outcomes. Educational programs often aim to enhance skills, knowledge, and abilities among participants. The evaluation process helps in understanding the extent to which these programs achieve their intended goals. This is crucial for making informed decisions about program allocation, resource distribution, and future strategies.

From the perspective of educational planners and policymakers, evaluating educational programs is essential for several reasons:

1. **Program Improvement**: Evaluation provides insights into what works and what doesn’t, allowing for necessary adjustments to be made. This iterative process is fundamental to continuous improvement.
2. **Resource Allocation**: Evidence-based information helps in justifying the allocation of resources to programs that demonstrate higher effectiveness and impact.
3. **Accountability**: Evaluation ensures accountability to stakeholders, including sponsors, students, and the community. It provides transparency in how resources are used and outcomes are realized.
4. **Policy Development**: Insights from evaluations can inform policy decisions, ensuring that educational programs align with broader educational and societal goals.
5. **Sustainability**: Effective evaluation can help in securing sustainable funding by demonstrating the value and impact of the programs.

In summary, evaluating educational programs is not just a matter of measuring outcomes but is a strategic approach to ensuring that educational interventions are effective, efficient, and aligned with the needs and objectives of learners and society.

Figure 5. Pattern match of program design to job-related outcomes.
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<tr>
<th>Project management</th>
<th>Understanding the approach</th>
<th>Teamwork</th>
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</tr>
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<tr>
<td>Expected Outcomes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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</table>

This diagram illustrates the pattern match of program design to job-related outcomes, highlighting the alignment between educational approaches and their expected outcomes in professional settings. It underscores the importance of linking educational interventions with practical applications, ensuring that learners are adequately prepared to meet the demands of the job market.
deemed the most important expectation for training, it ranked only fourth in importance in terms of observed gains. This suggested to the development team that they revisit how they were presenting material related to that topic, with the possibility that they might make it more salient in the next session of the training. Conversely, the evidence in the follow-up data indicated that the greatest long-term gains were in the area of teamwork. Although teamwork was rated next to last in importance, developers suggested that the current emphasis on teamwork in the course could be softened (while simultaneously adding emphasis in other more important areas) without any significant loss of desired outcome. At a more macro level, the linkages between the expected and observed outcomes suggest that on the whole the training was getting across the desired material.

Implications of This Methodology for Evaluating the Value of Educational Programs

The seminal points on evaluating the effects of training programs were made by Kirkpatrick, who introduced the concept of levels of evaluation. Kirkpatrick defined four levels: reaction, the degree to which a student liked a program; learning, the degree to which a student gained knowledge, skills, or changed attitudes; behavior, the individual’s application of skills on the job; and results, improvement or decreasing problems for the organization. To say that Kirkpatrick’s concept of levels resonated with the training community would be an understatement. Discussion of evaluative activities in training is often framed in terms of specific levels. In spite of the fact that many authors recommend moderate use of experimental methods, there is a strong interest in the field in demonstrating value by scientifically proving the economic return from training programs. However, not all programs are amenable to achieving the level of proof implied by experimental approaches. Now may be an opportune time to reconsider the definition of training value along with the utility of all levels, including Level 1.

First, the implicit meaning in levels is that higher levels of evaluation produce a more substantive conclusion than do lower levels. This implication has helped move the training community and our stakeholders away from quick reactions by students as a measure of value. However, it may have also moved the community away from gaining the proper perspective of those involved in the educational enterprise. In some cases, gaining the personal perspective of training participants can have more value than other measures. For example,
in the transactional model, our concern is seeking input from training participants on their specific learning experiences. This is unlike asking students to react to features of the training event (for example, overall quality, timing, instructional materials) about which they would certainly have opinions but would lack the appropriate context to make a properly informed judgment. Training participants are not aware of the management decisions made during the development of the program. Some of these decisions may reflect trade-offs between the desire for optimization and the need to develop and deliver a product within a specified time at a specified cost. Further, a rigorous testing program could have been instituted to establish more valid measures of learning than self-report. However, the time and effort required would be high, and the additional value, as compared to self-report, low. As a result, students’ self-assessment of their learning at the conclusion of the event was sufficient evidence to credibly demonstrate the value of the program.

Second, the need for Level 4 evaluation may be driving the field of training toward a focus on assessment strategies that assume that value can be proved through a measurement exercise. Evaluation methods must be responsive to a broad range of issues caused by the increasing complexity of the educational process. In business and industry, education is undergoing substantial change. For example, development teams that used to choose between lectures and self-study now must consider interactive multimedia, team-based learning, integrated performance support, and so on as well as the traditional approaches. Likewise, the business environment is undergoing radical change. Customer-driven, reengineering, downsizing, and teaming are just a few of the terms describing organizational changes businesses are using to respond to the marketplace. Within this complex and turbulent environment, the traditional approaches to evaluating the value of training also need to undergo some transformation. The methodology of concept mapping and pattern matching seems to have addressed the need to be responsive to the complexity of education in a business environment in a way that portrays evidence (or lack thereof) in a compelling manner. Furthermore, our experience is that this process has the potential to include other types of measures and rely on financial or other measures of organizational productivity to assess outcomes. That is, if the outcomes for concepts could be operationalized as objective measures (money, time, and so on), the pattern match between these outcomes and the expected impact of the program could be evaluated. Likewise, the use of the participants’

reactions to a program also ought to be considered a valid assessment of the educational program. However, as we have demonstrated here, their reactions and those of other stakeholders’ groups (for example, supervisors) should be given serious consideration if the goal is a compelling portrayal of value.

Conclusion

Although much of the effort in development and delivery of training programs seems justified and effective on an intuitive level, evidence to substantiate this intuition is, at best, sparse. And with the annual cost of training estimated at tens of billions of dollars, it should come as no surprise that the term return-on-investment has become the current hot topic in training. More surprising is the fact that the field has come this far without substantial evidence of what occurs as a result of an investment in education. Although this trend seems to be changing, much of the effort seems aimed at expanding the application of traditional research solutions such as experimentation. Although these traditional evaluation approaches will continue to have value for specific reasons on specific programs, addressing the scope of a multibillion-dollar figure or the value of multiple educational programs across a diverse organization will require more expansive thinking about the techniques of evaluation. In our work at Andersen Consulting Education we believe we have begun the process of redefinition and have successfully expanded methods to address training value. Perhaps most important, the concept mapping and pattern matching approach moves us away from the mentality of solving pre-cut puzzles and toward the idea of viewing the training endeavor as a complex problem involving multiple stakeholder groups who bring different perspectives to the educational effort. Although not abandoning the goal of understanding how training affects the bottom line, the concept mapping and pattern matching approach rightly focuses our attention on achieving the return on our expectations that we had in mind when originally undertaking training development.

Questions for Discussion

1. The case suggests that evaluation of training programs requires both measures and the collaboration of stakeholders. In what situations, other than training, does this model seem appropriate?
2. If the evaluation specialists had been required to draw return-on-investment conclusions, how could the methodology used in this case have been utilized to encompass that need?
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From Puzzles to Problems: Assessing the Value of Education in a Business Context
3. The results in this case are portrayed graphically. Although the graphs are data driven, tables of figures are not presented. How is this similar or different from other results you have seen? What benefits can you see in this approach to reporting?

4. The case emphasizes conceptualizing program impact through concept mapping. How does this differ from other evaluation efforts with which you are familiar?
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